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Mayor calls for higher beer prices
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

Mayor Dan Cougill will call
on local bar owners Tuesday
to stop offering so-called
"nickel and quarter beer
nights."
Cougill will meet with all
the bar owners at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday in the City Council
Chambers, 520 Jackson Ave.
He says when alcohol is available for pocket change on
those nights, the prices
encourage binge drinking.
Because Charleston bar
owners comply with the

state's requirement by having price could be established.
"draft nights," Cougill cannot
"ObViously, one of the realegally make the bar owners sons why they do it is to
raise their prices; he is count- improve their position in the
ing on them to do so voluntar- competition," he said. "There
ily.
are enough owners out there
In Illinois, "happy hours" who are tired of playing the
(the sale of cheap drinks for a price war in order to be comshort time) are illegal, but petitive that I think they will
taverns are permitted to have come to some sort of agree"happy days" with the sale of ment."
cheap alcohol all day.
In addition to adjusting the
Cougill said he under- alcohol pricing, Cougill wants
stands the bar owners offer the bar owners to hang
lower prices because they posters in their businesses
compete with one another. He displaying Charleston's liquor
said if they all negotiate, a laws.
fair and reasonable minimum
"Just a little reminder," he

said. "They are fluorescent so
most of the bars that have the
weird lights ... these ought to
stand out like sorethumbs."
At least one bar owner, who
is also a member of the
mayor's alcohol task force,
agrees with the proposal.
Don Yost, owner of Stix
Billiard Bar and Restaurant,
1412 FoUrth St., and a member of the task force evaluating the city's liquor code, said
the availability of especially
cheap beer reflects poorly on
all those involved.
"I think it puts the city, college and industry in a bad

position because, in effect, we
are encouraging over-indulgence," Yost said. "When that
happens, people get drunk,
sick and damage equipment
... God forbid they drive.
"Most of your fights and
your problems are largely
around the selling of discount
liquor where you encourage
students to be irresponsible
and drink more than they
should."
Stix does not offer any
drinks for less than $1.
Also at the meeting, Cougill

.;

" Continued on Page 2

Student -S enate
nominates city rep
'

By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

The Student Senate will hold a special meeting at noon today in the
Library Quad to approve the nomination of Mike Smyth as student representative to the Charleston City
Council.
Student Body P.resident Luke
Neumann called the meeting after
announcing the nomination Friday
afternoon.
Neumann said the meeting is
designed to give Smyth time to prepare
for the city council meeting Tuesday
evening if he is approved by the senate.
Smyth, a senior physical education
major, has been a member of the senate
since last year and has attended
Eastern for the past three years.
"He (Smyth) has a good blend

between having good ideas and being
able to articulate it well," Neumann
said.
Neumann said Smyth expressed a
great interest in the position, and
seemed to have good knowledge of the
city.
"I believe that he will be there week
in and week out. He always has a clear
head," Neumann said.
Neumann said Smyth's role in
Student Government worked in his
favor, but also against him during the
interview process.
Neumann would not specify what he
meant but believes he has appointed
the right person for the job.
"I was looking for someone who
shared my ideas about underage drinking and other key issues," Neumann
• Continued on Page 2

Strategic plan outlines
student voluntarism
By JAM BAGWANEDEE'

Staff writer

administration hopes to
carry through. Some of
the council's goals inelude reassigning some
school administrators,~
establishing an enrollment management office
and requiring students
to do some type ofvolunteer project or class for
graduation.
"Sororities, fraternities, religious organizations and residence halls
all do a lot of community
service programs," said
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs,
explaining the concept of
the voluntarism plan.
"They have also come up
with some great ways to
raise money for needy
causes."
Talk of a voluntarism
program adjoins a re-

states that by 1995 all
state universities must
have some type ofvolunteer program established.
"Basically, the law
requires that every university student is given
the opportunity to get
involved in some type of
volunteer project," Jorns
said
·
Hencken said establishing a voluntarism
program at Eastern is in
its early stages. The
question of how the program will be funded still
remains.
Hencken said the
state has no new money
for this program. The
university will have to
reorganize its priorities
if such a program is to

Although several student organizations are
actively involved in
some type of philanthropy or volunteer project, Eastern hopes to
extend voluntarism to
all facets of student life
through Eastern President David Jorns'
Strategic Plan.
Initiated by the Council on University Planning and Budget, Jorns'
Strategic Plan describes
long-range goals that
help
shape
will
EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor
Eastern's future by the
•
year 2000.
Separate from Jorns'
Eastern alumni Steve Coleman heckles the Midshipman brigade during
plan is the President
their march into the Navy-Marine Corps Memorial Field before the Navy vs.
Council's master plan,
Eastern game Saturday afternoon at Annapolis, Md. Eastern lost the
which lists some con"'ContinuedonPage2
game31-10.
crete changes th~e~~ce~n~t~l~~a~ss~e~d~l~a~w.!l...!w~hi
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will discuss his plans to place
the city in a state alcoholawareness program that
would bring advisers to
Charleston to teach bar employees how to identify a person who has had too much to

drink. The advisers would
teach bar owrters, bartenders
and waitresses when they
should stop serving alcohol to
patrons.
Because the purpose of the
program is to prevent bar
patrons from becoming intoxicated, bars in the program

will be given discounts on
their insurance premiums,
Cougill said.
Furthermore, taverns that
have educated employees run
less of a chance of being held
accountable for the actions of
their patrons once they leave,
Cougill said.

Student Senate _ _ _ _ __
•From Page 1
said.
"I agree and disagree with the policies
(involving current alcohol issues) the city
plans on implementing," Smyth said.
Smyth also refused to be specific on his
stance on alcohol issues.
Smyth said he is ready and eager to take on
the new position.
"I have to attend senate meetings, but I can
tell you I will do more than that," Smyth said.
Smyth said he wants to hear students' concerns on various issues.
"I need to hear from students so I can voice
their opinions," Smyth said.
Smyth was nominated to serve on council
two days after the first student representative
nominee, Jason Howard, resigned from the
position. Howard cited that time conflicts
forced him to resign, as the senate passed a
rule last week calling for the representative to
attend all the senate meetings as well as the
city council meetings.
Neumann said that prior to Labor Day

weekend, only two students had been interviewed for the position. Neumann believed
that neither candidate could fulfill the position
successfully because one had only been on
campus for a few weeks, and the other would
be unable to attend a council meeting until
October.
Neumann said his only option would have
been to appoint someone who wouldn't represent the school, and he stated that he would
not do that. Neumann said that when Howard
applied and fulfilled all of the qualifications
for the position, he was an obvious choice.
After Howard's resignation, Neumann
received more applications for the position. In
total, Neumann interviewed six candidates
before selecting Smyth.
Neumann said that a number of the applicants did not apply earlier because they
thought the competition would be too steep.
Smyth said he was interested in the position
before Howard was nominated but he did not
apply until Howard resigned because he wanted to make sure his grades met requirements.

Strategic _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•From Page 1
I.,,-

•

•

~me

a ~.ality.
J'orns said if the voluntarism program was establislied, funding would have to
come from state grants,
endowment gifts and possibly
through reallocations from
within the university.
"If money did have to be
reallocated for the program,
we would probably have to
close another administrative
office," Jorns added.
Hencken said the question
of whether this voluntarism

program would be a graduation requirement has not been
answered. He said even if
administrators want it to
become a requirement for
graduation, administrators
don't set the graduation
requirements. This would
have to be decided by the
Council on Academic Affairs.
"I'd still want to start this
program even if it wasn't a
law," Hencken said, citing
other organizations including
United Way, recreational programs, and school boards that
exist solely through volun-

teers' efforts.
Original plans in the
President Council's articulated
plan called for the voluntarism
program to begin its operation
next fall. That timetable could
be delayed because several
campus governance bodies
including Faculty Senate are
conducting a thorough review
of both the President Council's
master plan and Jorns' strategic plan.
"Students need something
to prepare them for encounters
in the outside world," Hencken
said.
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A Community Celebration With
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10-7 PM SATURDAY, SEPT 25TH
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COMMUNITVFEST '93
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This Week's Special:

NOBLE FLOWER
SHOP
345-7007

We would like to introduce our
NEW way of dressing our sandwiches
1/4 lb. Hamburger with our New
Basic Dres5' pickle99¢ ketdmp & mustard

1-3 pm Kids Garnes
KIDDIE TRACTOR PUIL 12:00 pm
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Pizza Hut Turtle Wamon-
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Charleston's odds
approves for new prison low

Staff

strategic
plan
By ANDY PURCELL
Staff writer

Despite having questions about items in
Eastern President David
Jorns' strategic plan, Eastern's Staff Senate sent a
letter to Jorns last week
endorsing the plan.
"I think it (the Strategic
Plan) is very good," said
Shirley Stewart, chairwoman of Staff Senate. "I
think it gives us vision into
the year 2000 and it will
give the university the
direction it needs."
The next move by the
Staff Senate will be to
make recommendations
concerning the President
Council's plan.
Jorns' Strategic Plan
describes long-range plans
to shape Eastern's future
through the year 2000.
The President Council's
plan lists changes the
administration hopes to
carryout.
Some of the changes
outlined in the council's
plan include reassigning
some school administrators, establishing an enrollment management office, re-evaluating university admission requirements and possibly requiring students to complete a
community-service project
or voluntarism class as a
requirement for graduation.
Stewart said that the
Staff Senate is withholding its recommendations
about the President Council's plan until it hears the
findings of the review com~

By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

the prison is built here. The
state will provide the $60 million needed to construct the
Mayor Dan Cougill said he facility. Once built, the prison
doubts Charleston will be one will have an operational budof six possible finalists for a get of $15 million annually.
new super-maximum-security
The prison would also creprison.
ate 250 trade jobs during the
But the city is one of the 42 two-year construction. Once
applicants for the $10 million constucted and operational, it
facility, and there will be an would create 300 staff posiopen forum after the City tions.
Council's regular agenda on
Cou~ll said the prison will
Tuesday to discuss plans to have some of the highest
bring the prison to the city.
security.
Last week, Coles Together
"The guy goes into a cell
submitted applications on and is allowed out for one
behalf of Charleston and hour a day under heavy
Mattoon after discussing the guard," he said: "He is not
issue with the mayors of both allowed out if other prisoners
towns. Illinois officials will are out. It's a lot like solitary
choose five to six possible confinement."
locations for the prison on
Cougill also said a prisonSept. 27.
er's family will not be moving
Most of the 42 applicants into Charleston to be close to
for the facility have been their loved ones - something
from counties in Downstate that often occurs in other
Illinois. Other counties vying cities that have prisons.
for the prison include Clark,
He said one reason the
Douglas, Moultrie and Shel- families won't move is beby.
cause prisoner's visitation
Cougill said because of the rights will be extremely limitnumber of applicants, it is ed. Furthermore Cougill said
unlikely Charleston will be a since prisoners are sent to
finalist.
the prison for an undeterThe purpose of the prison mined amount of time, it
would be to house up to 500 would be difficult for a prisinmates who are unable to oners family to plan a move
handle regular prison life.
here.
"The super-max is not a
"(A prisoner) will come to
correctional facility. It is a the super-max for a week,
punishment facility," Cougill month or even two months,"
said. "The prisoners will come Cougill said. "If you were his
from other prisons for train- family and had bought a
ing on how to live in a society house in Pontiac, and then he
and act right."
messes up and gets sent to
Once prisoners go through Charleston, and you don't
their "training" at the prison, know how long he is going to
Cougill said they will be sent be there, are you going to sell
back to their prisons of origin. your house and move to
He said none of the prisoners Charleston?
will be released into Char"The chance of extended
leston.
families moving to CharCougill said the city stands leston to be with their loved
to gain economic benefits if ones is very small," he said.

Preliminary hearings will be
held today for two Eastern students charged with cocaine
delivery and marijuana possession.
Robert Jensen, 22, of 1904
10th St. was arrested on Sept.
8 on charges of cocaine delivery, a Class 1 felony. Jensen
allegedly sold 15 grams of
cocaine to two undercover
police officers on Sept. 2 and
Sept. 8.
Michael G. Silhavy, 22, of
621 Polk Ave. was also arrested Sept. 8 for possession of
one-half pound of marijuana, a
·class 4 feloriy. Police allegedly-found the cannabis while
searching Silhavy's residence.
A search of Jensen's home
recovered $1,541 in cash, a
.38-caliber revolver, and a
clear plastic vial with white

BUILDING BETTER STUDY
SKILLS

Come to a workshop which will
review effective approaches to
study tasks. Relearn study tips
scheduling, texbook, efficiency, concentral1on, memory and
notetaking, te~t preJ?a~tion, and
acaoemic motivation.
Laurie Ann Bende~ Assistance
Academic venter
Tuesday, Sept. 21 l7 p.m.

Nirvana

located at 4th & Lincoln

CURVE
THE CURE

(Across fro"' H.,-d.,.'1)

$1 oo OFF
NEW
RELEASES

ABBA
Sisters of Mercy

Monday at

~arty's
Grilled Chicken Club
w/fries $2.99

Chili $1.25 bowl ,
$3 Pitchers (Lite, GD)

Tonite:
3 for $1 Chili Dogs
r.-------------------------~
I
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residue, said Dale Righter,
assistant state's attorney.
The two will appear at 9
a.m. in Coles County Circuit
Court.
The arrests were part of an
East Central Illinois Task
Force drug crackdown.
If convicted, Jensen could
face four to 15 years in prison,
and Silhavy could be sentenced to one to three years.
Righter said Jensen has yet
to be charged with illegal possession of a firearm. Jensen
needs to have a firearm
owner's ID card to legally own
a gun, and Righter said police
are not yet sure if Jensen has a
card.
Illegal possession of a firearm is a misdemeanor.

-Staffreport
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Tonight

Eastern students !
face hearin~ today·-1-

mittee.

The Staff Senate has
elected members Danny
Cross, Sandy BinghamPorter and Kathy Cartwright to serve as its representatives on the review
committee.
The review committee's
sole purpose is to ensure
that the reassignments of
Eastern administrators
outlined in the President
Council's master plan are
carried out according to
affirmative action and
legal hiring guidelines.
The review committee
consists of three Staff and
Faculty Senate members,
two members of the
Affirmative Action Council
and one representative
each from the Council on
Academic Affairs, the
Council on Teacher Education and the Council on
Graduate Studies.

MIDNIGHT
SALE

4 Days only Sept. 20 - 24
• No Limit - No Coupon Necessary •
•Always Double Prints • Always Overnight Service

•

One suggestiOn for Labamba deliver
I'm lazy.
If I'm five minutes from
home, I want a ride; the
remote control is my favorite
recent invention.
I also love to eat -which Is
why I love delivery places.
I've ordered from everywhere - Domino's, Jimmy
John's, Jerry's, Joey's.
You name the food, I've had
it delivered to me.
Now, a new restaurant has

Students need
to attend open
confirmation
A second student representative to the
Charleston City Council has been nominated by
the Student Government president. This time,
students will have a chance to question him
openly in a Student Senate confirmation meeting at noon Monday in the LibrClJY Quad.
As many students as
possible should attend
this event and offer
their questions and concerns to nominee Mike Smyth. They should
make sure he is worth sending as their representative to the council.
If Smyth is chosen, students should send him
• en--t-e4he ....Tuesday City Council meeting with
: _tb~copinions_ Q.f the city administration.
A member of the Student Senate for about
one year, Smyth is the second choice of
President Luke Neumann for the City Council
position. Jason Howard, his first selection,
removed his name from the confirmation process because of time constraints.
Because of the .bar crackdown and studentoriented ordinances by Mayor Dan Cougill, students have now taken an interest in Charleston
government. The City Council representative is
the best way - short of attending and speaking
up - for students to get their opinion brought
·
before the council.
There are several questions students should
have for Smyth. How experienced is he with
Charleston government? What are his opinions
on the recent keg and nuisance ordinances
passed by the council? What does he think
about Cougill's recent desire to eliminate nickel,
dime and quarter beers?
The selection process has been full of problems. After Howard's late selection and subsequent silence at the first council meeting, he
resigned. Now it has been revealed that, at first,
only three people applied for the post.
Smyth's selection on Friday comes five days
before the next City Council meeting on
Tuesday. If confirmed, students' suggestions
and questions at the Monday hearing will serve
as information for Smyth to bring into the council meeting.
This open confirmation hearing is a step in
setting straight the representative selection
process. Now students must do their part and
turn out for the confirmation.

Edito:ri al

Labambas at Ohio State, Illinois
State, University of Illinois,
Purdue, Indiana University, Ball
State, and Southern Illinois in
Carbondale.
"We're a night place, we
don't need delivery," he said.
Antonio, welcome to
pack them
Charleston. It's home of Lincoln
them in a
Log Cabin, the fifth debate of
. car and bnng"
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen
Cbda
Douglas, a really tough mayor,
Se
them me."
-•pe_r______________ and a small state school that
wants things brought to them.
come to tempt everyone.
· Labamba, billed as the place with burritos "as big as
Unlike the other locations which have at least twice
your head" and a great late-night snack spot, should
as many students at their schools, Eastern is a school of
open up sometime this week.
about 10,500 students. That means when the night
There is only one thing of this new Charleston estabcrowd comes to Labamba, it will disperse faster.
Except for the long-established restaurant, deliveiy
lishment - change your regular policy and bring me
your food.
is unavoidable in Charleston. Blimpie submarine knew
that, and now offers free delivery with orders of $5 or
The biggest problem with Eastern' s delivery business is selection. We have a plethora of pizza places, a
more.
Hopefully, Labamba will probably realize what
pair submarine shops with the recent addition of
Blimpie, and one hot dog place that deliver regularly.
Blimpie did - without delivery at a school such as
Eastern ttie business will have a rough go of it.
One would guess that the average student orders
"It gets all the lazy asses that call on the phone,"
delivery about three times a week. After awhile, the
said Blimpie employee Chad Roepenack. "It picks up
choice between pizza, subs and hot dogs gets old. A
the business." ·
delivery place with Mexican cuisine would make the
He's right, it got me. I ordered from Blimpies on
selection perfect.
The food includes steak, pork and chicken one either
Sunday.
tacos, tortas and burritos. They also mix meats, and use
Let me make a guarantee right now. If Labamba
authentic Mexican sauces.
were to deliver, I would order at least once a week
I can taste the food already.
from there - and three times In their first week of buslUnfortunately, co-owner Antonio Aguas said he
ness.
I don't think I'd be the only one.
does not plan to go Into the delivery business.
I don't care If your burritos are as big as my fore"Most of the crowd we get here Is after bars dose,"
arms, Mr. Aguas. Just pack them up, put them In a car,
Aguas said. "On a night after the bars dose, you have
to wait a half an hour In line.
and bring them to me.
"We don't need delivery. Delivery Is too many
- Chris Seper is managing editor and a regular
headaches," he said.
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
Aguas cited the non-delivery success of other

Bike rider gives
different solutions
to rack problem
Dear editor:
"Buying bicycle racks could
solve problem" (Sept. 15) is an
important topic on campus and
needs to be addressed. But your
way of going about It totally misses the mark.
After the headline, the simple
idea of just buying more bike
racks is only mentioned in passing. Another idea put forward in
the editorial is having the locks
on bikes that block handicapped
and other pathways "snapped
off" and re-locking the bike to a
nearby bike rack. This lack of logic
misses the point.
The reason why myself, and
others, lock our bikes on various
handrails and parking signs is
because of the sparse number of

I don't care if
your burritos are
as big as my
J<orearms, Mr.
"

Aguns. Just
up,

put

to

Tour turn
bike racks on campus.
When I go to class at Coleman
at 8 a.m. there is usually plenty of
room on the racks. However,
when I leave at 10 a.m. I have
trouble simply taking the bike off
the rack. The racks get that full. If
we just lean our bikes against
other bikes in the rack will the
university pay up if they're
stolen? I doubt it.
Because of this problem I've
come up with three possible solutions. One is to just take your bike
into class and prop it up against
your desk. Another idea Is to park
your bike in the rack at 8 a.m. no
matter what time you have class.
After parking you bike you may
have to walk back home because
your class doesn't start for a few
hours, but you won't get your
bike ticketed. The third, and

maybe less fun , is to buy more
racks. This will eliminate the n
to lock our bikes on handrails and
let the campus police get back to
whatever it is they do.
Dan Bush

Letter8 policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at
the discretion of the edit page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Juggler, comedian to perform HANGLOOSE
tonight for free in MLK Union BUST~S~
Comedian and juggler Mark Nizer will
give a free performance tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Nizer was the 1990 world juggling champion and has appeared on "The Arsenio Hall
Show" as well as performed with Bob Hope.
Bryan Miller, special events coordinator for
the University Board, said the board decided
not to charge admission because the event is
being funded with student fee money.
"Originally we were going to charge, but
we decided to run it for free because the

Writing
competency
workshops
offered
Eastern's Writing Center is offering two workshops to help students
prepare for the upcoming
Writing Competency Exam.
The workshops will be
held Wednesday from 5 to
7 p.m. in Room 306 of
Coleman Hall and Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. in
Room 307 of Coleman
Hall.
Abdel-Azim Brown ,
graduate assistant to the
Writing Center, said the
center is putting more
emphasis on the workshops this year because of
last year's poor average
scores by Eastern students.
"We will be helping students with such problems
as sentence fragments
and organization in order
to prepare them for the
types of things they will
see on the exam," Brown
said.
The exam, which will
be given Sept. 27 and Nov.
11, is required of all students for graduation.
Brown said the Writing
Center has offered a
workshop to assist students taking the exam for
the last 15 years.

Apportionment Board does not require me to
make any money at my shows," Miller said.
Nizer is billed as a comedian and juggler,
but his presentation is mainly a juggling act,
Miller said.
"What he does is perform juggling stunts
with comedy mixed in," he said. "But the
main essence of his performance is the juggling."
Miller said this will be Nizer's first performance at Eastern.

- Staff report

Questions remain
in peace accord
JERUSALEM (AP) - Who
will arrest and prosecute a
dissident who launches an
attack in Israel and then
retreats to a Palestinian-run
area in the Gaza Strip or West
Bank?
What protection would
Palestinians have against
reprisals from Jewish settlers?
For both Israelis and Palestinians, the answers to security questions like these will
be a major factor in determining the success or failure of
the PLO-Israeli peace plan.
Under the plan, the Israelis
will withdraw from Gaza and
the West Bank town of Jericho. Later, limited self-rule is
to be expanded to other areas
of the occupied West Bank,
and the two sides will negotiate a permanent solution.
Israelis are worried that

Muslim fundamentalists and
leftist opponents of the accord
will use the autonomous zones
as launching pads for terror
attacks on Israelis in Israel or
the occupied lands. Israeli
forces would not be able to get
at attackers if Palestinian
police are too weak or unwilling to help.
Palestinians worry that
Israeli settlers will launch vigilante attacks on Arab residents or that the Israelis will
not give PLO chief Ya-sser
Arafat the manpower and military hardware he needs to
control his opponents.
Sari Nusseibah, overall
Palestinian coordinator of the
transfer to self-rule, criticized
statements from both Israeli
and PLO officials about taking
a hard line with opponents of
the plan.

Tea to be held Tuesday
All students, faculty and staff are invited to an "international tea" Tuesday to meet with Eastern's foreign exchange
students.
The tea is scheduled for 2 to 4 p.m. in the lobby of the
Tarble Arts Center, located on Ninth Street.
This year, Eastern is hosting students from Bangladesh,
Germany, Ghana, Italy, China, Scotland, South Africa,
Taiwan, Thailand and Zambia.
Eastern President David Jorns will give a short presentation at 3 p.m.
The teas, held monthly during the academic year, are spon~red by the women of the Ashmore Presbyterian Church.
For more information about the tea or the international
student program, interested persons may contact Brigitte
Chen, director of international student services, at 581-2321.

- Staff report
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ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE
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Students, Faculty, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off
Complete Glasses

Buy a pair of

Colored or Clear
CONTACTS
and receive a

Includes Single
Vision, Bifocal,
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

FREE
CLEAR PAIR
Standard Daily Wear
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Great Frid.les Left

on1y$2~/year

Restaurant, Sports Bar
&. Banquet Facility

Super Salad~ Soup Bar

11-2

ALL YOU CAN EAT $4ll
Lunch: Grilled Chicken Brec;\St Sandwich W
Dinner: Stix Subbie $3s Tuna Salad szs

Banquet f aclllty Side

Free Delivery

345-7083
e

84~·-.:t.i.:t

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

1:11 1 1 11 lllRltlll•111111111: :11:1

IN THE LINE OF FIRE (R)
7:00, 9:45
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR (PG)
7:15, 9:30

EATBOSS"rllr

Italian- ham,salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus and pepperoncini.
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 3 22

Serving Dinner 5-8 pm
Twin Boneless Pork Chop Dinner
Beautiful Atmosphere
Private Parties Available

Monday Night Football H.Q..
Denver vs. Kansas City
Elway

Montana

8-10 pm 75( Giant Slices
Budlight Draft 20 oz. $1 ~
Free Give aways
Poo1$1~

345-STIX
Never a Cover
(7849) 19 to enter: 21 to drink ID-drivers license
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Black Caucus sees historic unity
WASHINGTON (AP) - The grassroots, spiritual, middle-class and political standard-bearers of black America
overcame their longtime disagreements
and came together last week.
During the annual meeting of the
Congressional Black Caucus, Jesse
Jackson; Louis Farrakhan, NAACP
Executive Director Benjamin Chavis
· and Rep. Kweisi Mfume shared the spotlight without rancor or criticism.
"That was something very impressive," said Percy Chapman, a 22-year-old
rapper called Tragedy who had the type
of childhood that would earn him such a
name. "I'm tired of seeing us flip on each
other, and character-assassinate each
other in public."
Yet Tragedy found faith when, before
his eyes, the black political figures who
say they represent people like him actually sat down and hashed out the differ-

.'.·"'._ty~··
· .•.;~
:>..,. ·:_·.:·.·:
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ences that have kept them apart.
Chapman, a member of a panel on rap
music at the caucus, intentionally had
stayed away from the leaders' session,
believing it would deteriorate into a public black family feud. He watched it on
television in his hotel room and saw
what seemed to him a dream come true.
Thursday morning, Chavis and
Jackson stood in a holding room.
Chavis seemed edgy and skeptical,
while the usually smooth Jackson, a
two-time presidential candidate, looked
like he wanted to bolt.
The source of their anxiety was

FREEZER
QUEEN
T. V. Dinner.

Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of
Islam. He had come to claim his place
alongside mainstream black power brokers.
But Farrakhan and Jackson were on
the outs, over anti-Semitic comments
and political differences of opinion. And
Chavis was sore at Farrakhan for news
articles condemning him and others for
denying the Muslim minister a chance
to speak at the 30th anniversary March
on Washington last month.
"It's time to have a full airing, now,"
Chavis said. "Hopefully, there will be
greater clarity on the renewed importance of challenging racial injustice."
At one point, Farrakhan started, then
cut off, an attack on Jackson, who said
black Americans have been winning the
battle against racism since passage of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which struck
down legal segregation.

~
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Tonight!

$1.50
Pitchers
No cover

EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?

SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
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Questions remain Mother claims ~Ct!Cl<:ll ign,or~~ .
on health reform son~s suiCidal Cry fOi help:;; .· ..."·
WASHINGTON CAP) The first question President
Clinton was asked when he
created his health care task
force in January was how
could he deliver medical coverage to all Americans without driving up the deficit.
It may be the last question
he answers about the plan.
"You have to give me
something to announce Wednesday," Clinton told reporters when asked about his
financing plans late last
week.
Just days before Clinton
formally unveils his health
care plan in a nationally televised address to Congress,
final figures on how he would
pay for it were among the
details still being decided.
How much to raise "sin"
taxes? Should he relax the
limits on Medicare and Medicaid spending? Should big
companies that set up their
own health purchasing systems pay a special assessment?
"I still have another round
of meetings to attend that
will go through one last time
what our best estimates of
costs are," Clinton told reporters Friday. He was meeting Sunday night with his

speech writing team to
review a draft on Wednesday's address to Congress.
Spokesman Jeff Eller said
the final decisions, including
how to pay for the reforms,
may not be made by Wednesday. He said there is
bipartisan agreement on the
administration's broad goals,
"but that doesn't necessarily
mean that we'll bring every
last detail up to the Hill on
Wednesday. I think we will,
but I don't think it's fair to
say we're running out of
time" to make decisions.
Unlike the days leading up
to unveiling his budget package, Clinton is not in a panic
to nail down the specifics of
his health care plan. Eller
said the White House wants
to show that Clinton is open
to consultations.
Many items in the fine
print of the health plan were
still under review. Aides
insist the basic structure of
the plan and its financing
system have long been in
place, but allow that some
details of the sweeping
reform proposal still are
evolving - and will continue
to change even after it has
been presented to Congress.

CAESAR'S
3 WEST LINCOLN, CHARLESTON

345-4743
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Presents
Nell Simon's Comedy

8:00 p.m. September 22, 23, 24, 25
2:00 p.m. September 26
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00
EIU students $3.00
Call 581-3110
for Tickf:1t Information and Reservations

Wednesday, September 22, 1993
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
University Union Ballrooms
All Students Are Encouraged .to Attend - Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors,
Seniors and Graduate Students.

Participants
Alden Nursing Centers
Adam's Mark Hotel
American Office Equipment
American United Life Marc Changnon
&Assoc.
Avco Financial Services
Avon Products Inc.
B-Line Systems, Inc.
Boyd, Freese, West &Vogt, CPA's
CCAR Industries
Central East Alcoholism and
Drug Council
Central States Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Champaign Police Department
Champs Sports
Charleston Manor
Chatfield Dean & Company
Coalition Against Domestic Violence
Comptroller of the Currnecy
Consolidated Communications
Directories
Country Companies - Charleston
Country Companies - Paris
Covenant Developmental Training
Center, Inc.
Crosspoint Human Services
Crossroads Center
Daily Herald, The
Decatur, City of
Decatur Police Dept.
Deloitte & Touche
DuPage County Sheriff
Eastern Illinois University Human Resources
Eastern Illinois University Graduate School
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Footlocker
General Service Administration,
Region .5
Geo S Olive & Co.
Gibault School for Boys
Herald-News
Hershey Chocolate USA
Hospitality Group of America, Inc.,
IL Agricultural Auditing Association

IL Dept. of Central Management
Services
IL Dept. of Conservation
IL Dept. of Employment Security
IL Dept. of Public Health
IL Dept. of Rehabilitation
IL Dept. of Revenue
IL Dept. of Transportation
IL Environmental Protection
Ag~ncy/Division of Laboratories
IL State Library
IL State Police/Recruitment
IRS
Itasca Park District
Journal-Gazette - Fort Wayne, IN
Marketing &Management
Corporation of America
Kemper CPA Group
KGF/Lender's Bagel Bakery
Kingery Printing Company
KMart Corporation
Lady Footlocker
Lasting Impressions Daycare/
Preschool, Inc.
Lerner New York
Lincoln Home National Historic Site
Marriott of Oakbrook
Marriot of Schaumburg
Mass Mutual Central Illinois Agency
Mass Mutual Life - Charleston
Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
Mau rices
McGladrey & Pullen
Meldisco
MetLife Financial Services
Midco International/Samuel Music
Missouri Dept. of Corrections
Modern Business Systems
Montgomery Ward
Moore Business Forms
National Motor Club
Northwestern Mutual Life Hoopis Agency
Northwestern Mutual Life John Wright &Assoc., Inc.
NovaCare, Inc.
Office of the Governor
Osco Drug/Sav-on Drugs

Passionists Lay Mission.ers
Peace Corps
Pepsi-Cola
Photofax
Pitney Bowes
Prairie View Care .
Professionals Software Inc. (PSI)
Prudential, The
R.R. Donnelly &Sons Co.
Radio Shack
Radio Shack - St. Louis Area
Roadmaster Corporation
Sangamon State University Graduate Public Service Internship
Program
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center
Skoki Police Department
Social Security Administration
State Farm Insurance Companies
Stateville Correctional Center
Steak 'n Shake, Inc.
United States Air Force
United States Air Force Health
.Professionals Recruiting
United States Army
United States Army
Corp of Engineers
United States Army ROTC - EIU
United States Coast Guard
United States Dept. of
Agriculture, APHIS, PPG
United States Dept. of Housing
& Urban Development
United States Marine Corps
Officer Selection
YMCA - Paris Community
Wal greens
Wendy's International, Inc.
The Career Planning and Placement
Center's Career Day/JobFair is scheduled for Wednesday, September 22,
1993 from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in
both ballrooms of the University
Union. Professional attire is requested. If seeking an internship or permanent position, bring copies of your
resume to give to recrutiers.
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLlANC E ,
5th
&
Madison ,
Charleston. 348-0966.

486 DX-33 OR HIGHER PC .
CASH FOR THE RIGHT
MACHINE. 345-7995.

Scooter: 900 miles 50cc LIKE
NEW. $650 OBO. CALL JEFF
581-8087.

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12/10

FOUND: A set of keys with the
world on the keychain . The keys
were found 9/16 in Buzzard
Building Student lounge. Come
to Student Publications business office to claim .

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads process.ed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING :
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel. Summer and
Career employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
PART-TIME CAD word for experienced person, doing layout &
detailin"g of mechanical assemblies. Send resume to: John
Symington, Apogee Medical
Products, INC., P.O.Box 1387,
Effingham, IL 62401 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/24
ACCEPTING applications in the
following areas due to program
expansion: Habilitation aides,
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff,
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and
supervisory positions at all levels . Competitive salaries .
Benefits where applicable .
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
738 18th St., Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
• Help Wanted : Advanced art student wanted to paint detailed
Victorian mural in large open
foyer of new home. Call Penny
at 348-0736.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
Student Government Boards &
Council Applications are being
taken until Sept. 23, Thursday.
Apply NOW! Pick up application
in 201 MLK , jr. Union. Not a
paid position .

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIBECTOBY
lilERTIVEll

OFFERED

TR.I.TEL
TR.l.IMNG/fikuoou
HELP lVHTED
lVA.NTED

1 BR apt. furnished . Available
10/1 /93. $235/mo. Lease. 3455728, 345-3093. 620 5th Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ca9/20, 22, 24

'82 Mazda GLC $500 . 3457682.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
20 gallon Aquarium, plus 4
large piranhas. $75. 2932.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
FOR SALE: Women's Bicycle. 3
SPEED. FULL SIZE . GOOD
CONDITION . $40.00 Call 3453681 after 5 p.m.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 9/21

Wanted : Upperclassman female
roommate . McArthur Mano r
Apartment. Phone, 345-2231 .
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
Female roommate needed for
Spring Semester. University
Court. $145/ month & utilities .
Call 348-8501 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9 /24

FoRRENT
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Manage promotions for top companies for one week on your campus. Call for FREE GIFT and to
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94,
Call 1-800-950-1037, ext. 25

Name: ___________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 No

Dates to run _______________

Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Like Nestor
5 Acknowledge
10 One of the clefs
14 ls in debt
11Two-spot
110neofthe
Websters
17 Where Lions
meet Bears
20 Sensitive, as to
ragweed
a1 Musical
directions
22 Louis XIV, e.g .
23 Hurts
ae Beefsteak, for
one
n Sheep sound
30 Inst. at Dallas
33 Auction caveat

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _~--------Person accepting ad. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __

Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
NFL Prime

Fresh Prince

Evening Shade
Dave's World

Day One

Movie: Danielle
Steel's Star

Murphy Brown
Love& War

NFL Football:
Broncos at

Northern
Exposure

Chiefs

News
Tonight

News
M•A•s•H

E

A

K

S

RAISE $150-$300!
GUARANTEED in one
week PLUS BONUS
up to $500!

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days

R

JANUARY 2·16, 1994 • 5, 6 or 7 NIGHn

FUNDRAISERS!

..,Daily Eastem Jews

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student O Yes

SKI

FUNDRAISERS FUNDRAISERS

..U.0PTION

li!IIJBLEf!lf!IOIUI

CHRISTMAS

B

RmEf!l/BmEIUI
RoOMM.l.TEf!I

Hello Dolly: 714 Monroe .
Antiques, Uniques Vintage
clothing 60's and 70's style collectables. 345-6612.
_ _ _ _ _ ca9/8-10; 17-24
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE!
$6.6
BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
-.,,..,..----.,,---,-..,.--..,,,--..,-9/21
ASAs: Great job at Friend for a
Day on Saturday! You guys are
terrific!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/20

1991 Yamaha Jog Scooter:
80cc, $750 OBO. 581-6815.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
386DX-25 Computer, 106MB
HD, 2 MB RAM, SVGA, Any
soft. $1050 OBO. Brett, 5812598, 629-9224.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
2 VIENCE GILL Tickets, Sec. A,
Champaign, IL, Sept. 24 at 7:00
p.m. $50 for pair. Call 849-2358.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23

Body Building

*FREE I/2 DAY
LJFT TICKET!
MUST BOOK BY I0/15

1•8DO•SurtCHASE

34 Large leaf
38Weight
measure
37 Where Orioles
meet Blue Jays
41 Hawaiian liquor,
for short
42 Obliterate
'3 - - spumante
44Scull
uWhalers'
get-together
41 Stiffened
48Volumes
50"--tu,"Verdi
aria
51 "'Flow gently,
sweet--"
54 Weigh heavily
19 Where Hornets
meet Hawks
82 Donkey sound

SIGMA CHI 'S : JUST WANTED
TO WISH YOU GOOD LUCK
THIS WEEK WITH DERBY
DAYS! I KNOW IT'S GOING TO
BE A GREAT TIME! YOU GUYS
ARE THE GREATEST! LOVE,
LARA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOARDS and Council applications are
being taken until Sept. 23. Pick up applications in Room 201 of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN ·cENTER The St. Vincent de Paul Society will be
hiving a meeting at 7 p.m. at the Newman Center.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will be meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Professional attire required.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will be holding a prayer meet·
ing tonight at 9 p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin L-uther King Jr.
University Union. All are welcome.
RED CROSS BLOOD drive is having a mandatory meeting for volunteers at 7 p.m., 8 p.m. and a 9 p.m. Sept. 26 in the Old Ballroom. For
more information call 581-3505.
CIRCLE K CLUB will be meeting at 7 p.m. Sept. 21 in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. All is welcome.
RED CROSS BLOOD Drive needs volunteers from Sept. 28-Sept. 30.
For more information call Adam Turry 581-3505
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS will hold its first meeting of the year
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Bookstore Lounge in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. New members are welcome.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold a planning meeting tonight at 7
p.m. at the University Baptist Church. Anyone who wants to help with
the Youth Retreat on Oct. 1-2 ·is welcome to attend this meeting.
more details call Janee at 348-1103 or Hope at 348-7851 .
PHI ALPHA ETA will have an officers meeting today at 5c p.m. in Iha
Women's Resource Center of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univer
Union.
ICHF IRISH CULTURAL Heritage Foundation will have an informati
meeting at 6 p.m. Sept 26. For more information call Amy at 245-4983.
MATH ENERGY GENERAL meeting will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
Phipps Lecture Hall of the Science Building. Don't forget your $5 d
There will be plenty of popcorn.
•
RECREATIONAL SPORTS TRAPSHOOTING will be held today at
Charleston Gun Club. Enter "on the spof' from 2-4 p.m.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will hold a workshop at 7 p.m. Sept. 2f
in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Uni
"Building Better Study Skills" will be presented by Laurie Ann Bender.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm"
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadl
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is ill
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

83Vikings
64 Borscht
ingredient
as Architect
Saarinen
H Golden Horde
member
87 Region

DOWN

1 Living-room
piece
aTruantGJ.
3 An earth sci.
4Anenzyme
sSlowballet
dance
e Cold-cuts ctr.
7 Organic-garden
need
a Suffix for hero
or poet
1 Hanoi holiday
10Site of
Aconcagua
11 Superman's
girlfriend
12Tight
13 Measures of
resistance
18 Bonn bread
11 Pride of Philip II
24 Residence
25 Rajah's spouse
aeForbidden
27 Big city in Japan
21 Avaricious one
....-i---1- 30 Facing an
advancing
glacier
31 Carlo or Cassino

59

32Loosened
34 Burn brightly
35 "Kidnapped"
auth.
38Go away!
39Composer
Khachaturial")
40 Winnipeg is its
capital
41 Famed nuclear
scientist
47 Actor Blore
48 World's most
populous city

49Clever
51 French secular
cleric
52Food
53 Nicholas or
Peter
sa Victor Laszlo's
wife

57 Corner
58 Kett in the
comics
80 Abbreviated
explosive
e1 Stole

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

lnfintte Voyage

Reading Rainbow
Whirligig

Andy Griffith
Sanford & Son

Case Closed

Baseball: Cardinals
at Cubs

Nature

L.A. Law

Movie: Based on an
Untrue Story

Natural World

Little House

Movie: Solomon
and Sheba

Hollywood
Confidential

Bonanza

Post Mortem

News
Bob Spoo I

Natural World

Roy Rogers
Movie: Detour

Movie: In the
Arms of a Killer

WWF Wrestling
Silk Stalkings

Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

....

TOU FlllE lllFOllllAnON a lllllRVATIONS

FANTASTIC!! TRY JOEY ' S
BEER BATTERED ONION
RINGS! SORRY, LIMIT ONLY 2
ORDERS
PER
PERSON
AFTER 10:30 P.M. CALL 3452466 AND WE'LL GET 'EM TO
YA REAL FAST!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21

Major Dad
Wings

Beatrice Wood
News
Emergency Call

Being Served?
Movie

Deep Space Nine
Unsolved
Mysteries

Chevy Chase

Movie:
Mr. Roberts
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Experience helps out
in lady netters' opener
By BRIAN NELSON
Staff writer

Eastern women's tennis coach John
Ross liked what he saw this weekend
as his team opened its season by hosting the EIU Classic at Weller Courts.
Teams from Illinois-Chicago, Butler
and Chicago State made up the field
of teams, but no team point totals
were kept in the tournament RosSi
had to assess his team by individual
performances.
"I am extremely happy with how
we fared," Ross said. "We had experience from last year and that is what
paid off in this tournament."
The tournament was divided into
singles and doubles flights. A flight is
determined by player position. The
No. 1 and No. 2 singles players were
in flight one and the No. 3 and No. 4
players were in flight two. The rest of

TRACEE BAUM: I love my #1
Alpha Gamma Delta kiddo!
Keep up the awesome attitude.
Love, Heather.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
FREE HAM RADIO CLASS
meets Thursday 7-9, Rm 216
Physical Science Building. Call
Ken, 581-2400.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
SHANNON CASEY: Good luck
tonight at Coronation. you will
look beautiful. Love, your Sig
Kap Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
SIG KAP VOLLEYBALL TEAM:
GOOD LUCK DURING DERBY
DAYS. YOU'LL DO GREATll
LOVE, YOUR SISTERS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
BREW YOUR OWN IMPORT
QUALITY BEER FOR $4 A
CASE! IT'S EASY AND LEGAL.
EQUIPMENT, PONY KEG SYSTEMS, SUPPLIES IN STOCK.
TRONA UNLIMITED. 345-2507.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
STACY BROWNOT AST. We're
very proud to have you represent us as our Derby Darling
candidate! Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/20

the field were in flight three.
Martha Gates of Chicago State
defeated Cathy Smith of Butler, 6-0,
6-2 to win the flight one championship. I~ the second single flight
Joanna Musgrave of Illinois-Chicago
beat Jama Schitter from Butler, 3-6,
7-6, 7-5. Flight three winner was
Kristy Sims of Eastern who beat fellow teammate Melissa Welch, 6-2, 6-4.
The doubles championship match
was won by Gates and Titania Turner
who defeated Eastern's duo of
Theresa Ramage and Samantha
Wulfers. Flight two doubles winners
were Butler's Heather Ball and Mary
Jane Remely who defeated Terra
Erickson and Stephanie Sullivan of
Eastern.
Ross noted that he sees room for
improvement, sighting conditioning,
"dropshots", and doubles play as the
areas to focus on.

MARY LAROCK OF DELTA
ZETA-We are so proud to have
representing us as our Derby
Darling. No matter what, you
are a winner in our eyes! Good
Luck! Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
April Gowdy, Best of luck with
Derby Days coronation! I'm
proud to have you representing
our house! ASA love, Kimberly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
HEY DELTS-See you at the
football field at 5:00 to help
cheer our team to another victory. GO DELTS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
Delta Zeta wishes all sororities
Good Luck during Derby Days.
Let's have a Great week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./20
Erica Hampton: congratulations
on being elected the AST homecoming freshman attendant. Tau
love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
KRISTINE
(beaner)
RASSHEIM: Congratulations on
being elected the AST homecoming candidate. Tau love,
your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20

Student Government Boards &
Applications are being taken
until Sept. 23, Thursday. Apply
NOW! Pick up application in 201
MLK, jr. Union.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/23

Say hi to someone special. Take
out a personal announcement in
the Daily Eastern News
Classifieds. Forms available at
127 Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ha-00

Calvin and Hobbes

The Men of Sigma Chi would
like to welcome all sororities to
Derby Days 1993, we look forward to another spectacular
year.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/20

SIGMA CHI PLEDGES: congrats in pledging! I am looking
forward to getting to know all of
you this semester! Good Luck!
Love, Lara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20

by Bill Watterson
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
'The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Address:

Phone:

------

Dates to run - - - - - - - -- -

Message:

YOUR PRDP0'3AL. IS
ClJMPU;Tet.Y lmeH51TI~ 77J 7He ff!EUN~ CF
MINOR/Tltz, ON TH/5

CAMPUS! IT 15 /U-

(one word per line)

A/JV/5W, /U-T!MeP,

ANlJ 5MACXS OP
//?AC/SM!

Under Classification of:
Expiration code (office use only)
No. words/days

Person accepting ad _ __
Compositor_ __
Amount due:$ _ _ __
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~hOl.ogy behind

,The

·the anbank aas• Visa card, and th~

.i

.·emotional securitjr Of t)J~ Pbotoc8rd. The Citibank Classi~.vi~

l
.
.
' instills in students feelings of safet)4

.
se~urit)4

.
.
.
..
.
and general wellness not unlike those experienced

in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. t Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Pbotocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"-a common re,sponse to the photo
on one's driver's license.) . It's an immediate form of
ID, a boost to your self--image. Cf Of course if your card is
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it,
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
sUqect sufferingfrom
Oedit Card Theft Nervosa.

Card Theft Nervosa). Cf Other experts point to specific
services, such as The Lost Wallet"" Service that can replace
your card usually ·within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cus-.
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-

.

related anxiety whatsoever. Cf Further analysis reveals three

-

. Sulject after receiving Otibank
Qassic Visa Photocatd.
'-

.

. <1Mmage, ijre o! theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase• (preventing, of course, Insecurity).
.

~

.

2. Citibank Ufetime Warranty"" allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price. You need only see the same item advertiSed in print for Jess, within .60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150 1 (hence no

The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind, protection

services that protect the purch~ses you make on the Citibank ·

Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security- can cover them against accidental ·
I!

The Monarch• Notes Version:

Purcpase Depression). 'I Special student

~t

savings
are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service-from MCI to save
.
)

up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.3 (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regularly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome-when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4o/cS and no annual fee for college
students. 'II Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card yqu can depend on while building a credit
history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over _the phone (students don't
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added ·
to your Citibank Classic Visa card. 'i If we say that a
sense of -Identity is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
.financial independence the third. don't be crazy...Call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa•

• 'Cauin conditions and CM:lusions appl)t Plea.oe rdi:r to·your Summary of Additional Program lnlilrlnaiion. llu)aS Security is ul"Mlcrwritten by The Zurich lntemllional
UK Umited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations appl)t Uiderwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Compan)t Service life expeclucy wries by product mid is •
leasl the minimum based on retail industry data. Details
coverage are available in )Ollr Summary of ~itional Program Information. 'Savinp claim is
bacd on a Kl-minute nighl/weckend call in the 1.911 to 3JIOO mileqe band usina MCrs Card Compuibility rates vs. AlltTs 111andard calli111 canlcatn. effectiwo
4193. Otibllnk Callina Service !Ona distance U5aF cannot be applied to obtain benefits under
other MCI partner program or
inc:ludina tnMI award programs. ._
'Oller expires 6f.l0/94. Minimum tickd purchase price is SIOO. Rebates are lilr CitibaJlk Sludenl canlmembers on tickets iS&Ued by ISE Flights ~I)< 'The Anliual ~
Rate for purchalleS is IS.ft as of 8193 and may vary quarterly; The Annual Percentage Rafe for cash advance11 is 19.l'lli, If a finance charge is imposed. the
minimum is SO cents. There is an additional finance c:hafF tOr each cash adYlnce trallSKlion equal to 5 of the IJllOUlll of each cash adwni:e transaction; ' - " ·
it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than SKl.00. Monarch" Notes are published by Monarch Press. l. division of Simon .t Schuster. a Paramount Communicalic1115
Compan)t Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit card.• are iS&Ued by Cttibllnk (South Dakola~ N.A. 01993 CitilMnk (South Dakoua~ N.A. Momber FDIC.

or

any

oner.

against Freror rat~~r fraud-a
le>W rate

Call

(nCi no fee. Apply today.

1-rO-Cl~IBANK, ext.19
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Sox inch closer to the crown
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) With the score tied at 1,
Robin Ventura's two-run Frank Thomas opened the
homer off Dennis Eckersley ninth with a single off
in the ninth inning Sunday Eckersley (2-4) and Ventura
gave the Chicago White Sox followed by driving a 1-0
a 3-1 victory over Oakland, pitch over . the center field
the 14th victory in 21 games wall for his 22nd home run.
for the AL West leaders.
Eckersley retired only one
The White Sox took two of batter in the ninth before
three from the A's in the being replaced by Roger
weekend series.
Smithberg.
Chicago began the day
It was Eckersley's second
with a 31/2-game lead over rocky outing in three appearTexas, which played in ances. He blew a save
California.
Thursday in Minnesota as

well as allowing Dave
Winfield's 3,000th hit.
Scott Radinsky (7-2) won
in relief of Tim Belcher.
Roberto Hernandez got three
outs for his 35th save.
The White Sox had scored
only four runs in Belcher's
last three starts, all losses,
and provided him scant
offensive support again.
Belcher gave up only two
hits through the first six
innings but got into trouble
in the seventh.

LARGE PIZZA

•

ONE FREE TOPPING
OR 2 FREE PEPSI'S

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626

Football _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12
Eastern then marched the
ball down field in a 49-yard,
10-play drive that culminated
in a 35-yard field goal by
Steve Largent and a 3-0
Eastern advantage . That
proved to be the Panthers'
only lead of the game.
Navy took the lead for good
on its very next possession
when Kubiak guided the
Midshipmen 81 yards on 10
plays and found Kevin
Hickman in the end zone for a
25-yard touchdown. Dave
Gwinn's point-after kick gave
Navy a 7-3 lead.
Kubiak finished with 248
passing yards and completed
19 of 37 passes with just one
interception. Hickman was
the junior quarterback's

favorite target hauling in four
passes for 91 yards.
Thorne's first interception
came on Eastern's next possession, but proved of little
importance as the Panthers
regained control on just four
plays.
Most of Eastern's drives
from there resulted in punts
and further opportunities for
Navy to expand its lead.
Kubiak scored on a twoyard dive with 9:04 left in the
second quarter upping Navy's
lead to 14-3 with another
Gwinn kick.
The Midshipmen struck
again just six minutes later
when senior Brad Stramanak
reached the end zone from
one yard out for a 21-3 Navy
lead. He added an impressive
50-yard touchdown score in

the third quarter as the
Midshipmen continued to
pour it on.
Stramanak finished with
96 yards on 16 carries to lead
the Navy ground assault.
Eastern's only touchdown.
came with 6:23 left in the
third quarter as Thorne hit
Obadiah Cooper with a 20yard pass. Largent connected
on the PAT kick to make the
score 31-10 at that point.
That would be the end of
the scoring, save a 27-yard
field goal by Gwinn late in the
game.
The loss was Eastern's second in two weeks and dropped
the Panthers' season mark to
1-2. Eastern will play traditional Gateway Conference
rival Western Illinois in its
home opener Saturday.

+ From Page 12
improvement." said Spoo.
"We were ready to battle, but
we made too many mistakes."
Late in the first quarter
Thome threw an interception
three plays into a Panther
drive. Midshipman Joe Speed
picked off a Thorne pass on
the Navy 48-yard line. Navy
was unable to capitalize
though.
Eastern's second turnover
snuffed out a strong drive to
start the second half. After

marching 4 7 yards to the
Navy 33-yard line, Thorne
was victimized again, this
time by Steve Lipsey on a
three-yard pass attempt.
However, Navy again failed
to score off the takeaway.
Eastern's last turnover
came midway through the
fourth quarter, after the
game was pretty out of the
Panthers' reach. Tailback Bill
Korosec fumbled on the
Panthers' 37-yard line and
Navy's Shane Halloran recov-

ered, setting up a 27-yard
field goal by Dave Gwinn.
Even though the Midshipmen only scored three points
off of Eastern charity, Navy
head coach George Chaump
explained, a victory usually
comes down to the team that
has fewest turnovers.
"People will make mistakes," said Chaump, "but in
order for us to win, we had to
play mistake-proof football,
which includes not having a
lot of turnovers."

• From Page 12
deficit to defeat Sangamon State Saturday in
game one of the toUI'.Ilament.
"We were pretty flat in the beginning,"
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia said. "We were out
for eight days and sometimes it's tough to get
back into the swing of things."
Freshman Brad McTighe, Eastern's leading
scorer with five goals and eleven points, gave
the offense a jump start in the second half as
he took a feed from Vinko Kucinic and snuck it
under the goalkeeper.
·
Paul Agyeman, the Panthers leading scorer

a year ago, tied the score late in the game as
he scored his first goal of the year.
"We're very happy to see Paul get some
goals," Mosnia said. "He took an excellent pass
from Nana (Kyeame) and calmly tapped it in."
The game winner came barely a minute
later as sophomore Steve Van Dyke let loose a
20-yard bomb that sailed over the goalkeeper
and into the net.
The Panther's upped their record to 4-1 on
the season with the two victories at
Edwardsville. Eastern plays host to the
University of Missouri-Kansas City Thursday
afternoon at 2:00.

"' From Page 12
"Nate run real tough. He threw in a lot of
good surges, which kept him in control of the
race. I thought he had Then broke a couple of
times, but he was hanging tough, too. lben
actually took the lead away from Nate with
600 to go, but Nate kicked by him right
before the finish."
Eastern's Panthers were looking for a
tough fight from Wisconsin-Milwaukee's
Panthers, "but they were not at full strength
as some of their top runners took part in the
Midwest Collegiate championships in
Kenosha, Wis.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee is currently the conference favorite, based on a narrow threepoint win over Eastern a week ago at the
Bradley Open.
·

Despite the strong win Saturday, Eastern's
team was not at full capacity either, as its
normal fifth-man, Ryan Meece, missed the
race to attend a family wedding.
Jason Anhalt, 15th, and Cory Smith, 26th,
rounded out the top seven, of which all except
Shaffer and Cunningham recorded personal
bests for 8,000 meters. Shaffer's best still
stands at 25:12.8 from his second place showing at Bradley.
"I've been real impressed with the leadership going on," Mcinerney said. "There's a
tremendous amount of confidence that comes
from four guys rolling that well up front.
They really work well together. It's the most
unselfish group of runners I've had yet."
The Panthers' next competition will be at
home this Saturday when they host the EIU
Invitational behind Lantz Gym.

Higher Education
H you want your college career to take off, you may need a parttime job to help pay your way.
Why not a job that offers a higher 1evel of excitement?
H you qualify. Army Guard can help you launch your college career
with 10096 guaranteed college tuition to any state of Dlinois suppocted
college. And you'll be el:igible foe up to $6,000 in education assistance
with the Montgomery GI Bill You will also receive leadership training..
And during the course of your enlistJDeot, you'll earn up to $11,000
which you can put to your education needs.
All it takes is as litt1e as two days a month and two weeks a year to
be a member d the Guard. You can learn new skills in communicat:ioll
computers, electronics or other technical areas..
You might call it higher education - ol the kind tllat can help you
throughout college.
SSG MILLER
Get started today. Contact
2 5 S-G 381

ILLINOIS

1-800-0K-GUARD

llJ AmericansAtTheir Best

The Anny National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer. __

Serving Charleston &.. Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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Navy defense sinks Eastern
Ground game
shut down
in 31- 10 loss
By ROBERT MANKER
Staff writer

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Eastern fullback Willie High tries to break the tackle of Navy linebacker Lewis Sims during Saturday
night's 31-10 loss in Annapolis, Md. It was Eastern' s second straight loss and dropped its record to 1-2.

Eastern cuts down turnovers
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

ANNAPOLIS, Md. - An important aspect to any game is how
many turnovers a team commits.
Eastern lost 31-10 to Navy, but
one bright spot from the game was
that the Panthers committed only
three turnovers.
Compare that statistic to last
week's game against McN eese
State, and you would find the

Panthers have definitely improved
in that portion of the game.
Against McNeese State, a
Division I-AA squad, the Panthers
committed a team record nine
turnovers, including seven interceptions thrown by senior quarterback Jeff Thorne. The Cowboys
converted those turnovers into 14
points.
Saturday night's game was a diff t;irent story, as the Division I-A
Midshipmen forced the Panthers

into committing three turnovers, in
which Thorne had two interceptions. However, those turnovers
did not hurt Eastern as much as
last week.
Even though Eastern coach Bob
Spoo was dejected about the team's
loss, he seemed upbeat about the
team's decrease in turnovers.
"You have to believe (the reduction in turnovers) is certainly an

+ Continued on Page 11

Men runners set pace
at Valpo invitational
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
·

who until this weekend was the topranked runner in the Mid-Con. Behind
Shaffer for Eastern's point-getters were
Valparaiso's Cougar Invitational Jeff Trask in 4th "at 25:39.6, Dave Lewis
belonged to no one else but Eastern in 6th af 25:48.1, Brian Allen in 10th at
Saturday, not even for a second.
25:59.3 and Steve Cunningham in 12th
The men's cross country squad took at 26:10.9. It was the first time in 10
command of the 8,000-meter race early, years that Eastern has finished more
.and won the 10-team event decisively, than three runners under 26 minutes.
totaling 33 points over Butler's 65.
Shaffer's time broke the old course
The Panthers claimed four of the first record by 29 seconds, and until
10 places, with junior Nate Shaffer Saturday, only two of the top 10 times
paving the way in first place.
ever run on Valpo's course were under
Eastern's win was especially signifi- 26 minutes.
cant in that Valpo's course will be the
"It was a great race," said head coach
site of the Mid-Continent Conference John Mcinerney. "It's always good news
championships Oct. 31, and that the when you have the top five finish withPanthers defeated four conference in a minute of each other. I was real
teams, Western Illinois, Illinois- pleased with how our guys got out at
Chicago, Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the start. At 5,000, our top four were all
Valpo, in the process.
within spitting distance. It was just a
Shaffer set a new course record of real good team effort.
25:17.0 in defeating Nate Then ofValpo,
• Continued on Page 11

ANNAPOLIS, Md. - If defense is the basis
of a U.S. Naval Academy education, the
Navy football team passed with flying colors
Saturday night.
The Midshipmen limited Eastern's potentially explosive running attack to just 56
yards on 33 carries en route to a 31-10 win
at Navy-Marine Corps Memorial Field.
"They did some things defensively that w
hadn't prepared for," Eastern coach Bob Spoo
said. "They changed up their defensive front
a little bit.
"How much that contributed, I'm not sure
yet. I'll have to look at the film."
\ Other than the futility of the Panthers'
running attack, the overall offensive effort;
appeared to show an improvement over that
of a week before.
Eastern quarterback Jeff Thorne completed 26 of 40 passes for 255 yards and threw
just two interceptions. In the Panthers' 49-7
loss to McNeese State Sept. 11, Thorne
threw for just 66 yards and gave up seven
interceptions accounting for all but two o
Eastern's turnovers.
"You have to believe that's certainly an
improvement," Spoo said.
But even with the turnovers down, an
Thorne's passing proficiency up, the gam
still belonged to Navy.
Festivities slated for the evening includ
Parents' Night celebrations and the 40-ye
reunion of the Navy Class of 1943. Wit
those additional fans looking on, th
Midshipmen, 1-10 in each of their last t
seasons, were gunning for a win.
"You could almost smell the unity and
spirit," Navy coach George Chaump sai
"The morale and the enthusiasm - we 1
like a I-A football team finally."
Navy looked tough from the start, pus ·
the ball to the Eastern 16-yard line on j
six plays from scrimmage, before Eastern
Tim Carver intercepted quarterback Ji
Kubiak and returned the ball to t
Panthers' 34.

